Orange AI Marketplace

We make AI accessible and easy to use

Jamil Chawki PhD
AI community to drive open source innovation in the AI, ML and DL domains by enabling collaboration and the creation of new opportunities for LF AI members
Acumos AI is an open source platform that makes easy to build, share, and deploy AI Services.

- **Angel**: A high-performance distributed Machine Learning platform
- **EDL**: A framework to build cluster cloud services using different Deep Learning frameworks.
- **Horovod**: A distributed training framework for Deep Learning
- **TP** (TensorFlow Probability): A universal probabilistic programming language
How to make AI accessible, easy to share, to deploy and to use?

Scarce **Skills** (Data Scientists) to develop AI

Difficulty to **Deploy and Scale** AI Models
How to make AI accessible, easy to share to deploy and to use?

Orange AI Marketplace: Artificial Intelligence in 3 steps

1. Understand
2. Deploy and use
3. Get support
How to make AI accessible, easy to share to deploy and to use?
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https://ai-marketplace.orange-business.com
Explore and discover Orange AI Marketplace
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We make AI accessible
Thank you